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Classification: Confidential 3+
subject affiliation: Unknown, presumed hostile

The attached report indicates a Person of Interest (POI) with facts relevant to 
Confidential 3 level and above personnel. All facts are to be considered reliable, 
verified, and actionable unless otherwise qualified. It includes standing orders 
concerning the treatment of the individual, if encountered. 
Please note that all POI designated as Confidential 3 and above are deemed to 

have a direct influence on the security of the Republic Of The Sphere, as opposed 
to an indirect or potential influence.
Please note that all POI designated as “presumed hostile” may, in fact, not 

be hostile or detrimental to the interests and security of the Republic Of The 
Sphere, but all acquired indications as of this report make a hostile influence 
probable and likely. React decisively, but with caution. Do a proper threat evalu-
ation, and ensure adequate resources are brought to bear. Remember that the POI’s 
hostile status may be confirmed or amended post-acquisition; confirming it is not 
a prerequisite of a response to the POI.
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rank/Position: None
Born: 3041 (44 in 3085)
Affiliation: Unknown [Freelance Mercenary]
Home Planet: Chesterton
’Mech: TDR-10M Thunderbolt Salazar

MechWarrior Profile
Salazar Tsakalotos is the eldest child of Bertrand Tsakalo-

tos, a high-profile mining industrialist on Chesterton. Various 
celebrity-focused publications of the time remark about Ber-
trand’s frequent absences, his many romantic conquests—real 
and alleged—and the number of motherless children he ac-
cumulated over the years as a billionaire bachelor. Yet despite 
substantial competition for the spot of Bertrand’s favored 
successor, Salazar held his position as the eldest scion until he 
suddenly left at age fifteen to pursue a career as a mercenary. 
Bertrand’s autobiography hints at a very dysfunctional rela-
tionship with Salazar but blames the influence of “Sal’s idiot 
friends” in general, and a “pimp-MechWarrior” in particular. 
This may refer to one Jonas Eccles, a small-time mercenary 
commander who befriended Salazar, presumably because of 
his family fortune. This scheme clearly has backfired; Bertrand 
immediately disowned the first fruit of his loins.

Much of Salazar’s early career as a mercenary is unknown, 
but he is thought to have drifted from several minor com-
mands with little distinction. That was, until the Lobridad 
Times remarked on his participation in a raid on a Steel Viper 
world by an outfit known as the Bad Tenants, specifically refer-
ring to his youth, family ties, and his ability to be one of the 
few of the unit to return alive.

The majority of Salazar’s subsequent efforts focused large-
ly in the Chaos March throughout the 3060s. When the Word 
of Blake began expanding its operations and control over the 
region, Tsakalotos was among the first batch of mercenaries 

retained by the Blakists to support their efforts there. We have been 
able to confirm his participation in operations on Bryant, Ingress and 
Keid, as well as numerous bandit-hunting missions in uninhabited sys-
tems, or remote areas of inhabited systems. During this time, he com-
manded several small lance-sized mercenary forces, disbanding them 
as they were smashed, and reforming new ones with survivors from 
other small outfits. It is presumed he remained on the Word’s payroll 
throughout the Jihad, operating on many Protectorate worlds as a mi-
nor enforcer. While a series of reports, sightings and BattleROM infor-
mation provides a strong indication, insufficient evidence exists to give 
a reliable account of his whereabouts and activities during the entire 
conflict.
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